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Abstract
United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods (CISG) does not include the establishment of a contract with
the counterparty of the standard contract, which includes the general
terms of the transaction prepared in advance by the parties. In this
case, conflicts arise between the parties when the general transaction
conditions are included in the contracts that the parties have made in
their own favors, and these conditions are not accepted by the
counterparty. There are two completely opposite rules concerning the
solution of these conflicts. The rules are “Last-Shot Doctrine” and
“Knock-out Rule”. Both rules have their application areas. However,
it is seen in the case law of courts and in the commercial life that the
“Knock-out Rules” is preferred because it is more compatible with the
wills of parties.
Keywords: CISG, general transaction conditions, conflict, Knock-out
Rule, Last-Shot Doctrine.
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Introduction
General transaction conditions, to be applied in similar future
contracts, mean provisions previously prepared by one of parties in
order to present to the other party. 1 Integrating general transaction
conditions into the contracts in the context of CISG by parties for their
own favour and repudiation of these integration by other parties
results in the battle of forms. CISG recognizes that confirmatory
letters involving non-principle changes does not preclude the contracts
from being established.2 Confirmatory letters provide the
determination of scope of verbally made contracts by summarising
them. Conflicts derived from the settlement of general transaction
conditions by confirmatory letter prepared subjectively by parties is
not handled in the CISG.
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1.

The Battle of Forms

In case of a conflict among parties to a contract in the context of
general transaction conditions, it is vitally important to create a
consensus among them upon these conditions. Another solution is that
the validity of general transaction conditions offered by parties would
be based on customary rules and international commercial
applications. For example, in a court decision, French seller and
Canadian buyer made a verbal agreement on general transaction
conditions concerning the sale of wine cork on the phone. French
seller has added clauses in favour of French courts regarding what
legal system would be applicable in each invoices. Buyer has filed a
suit against French seller in a court in California. The court decided
that the agreement concerning the principle elements made on the
phone was valid and the clauses were in valid though French seller
added clauses in favour of French law. The decision of the courts
shows that the agreement was already established. Each requested
clauses were offers that must be clearly accepted.3 In another case,
seller wanted to make a reference to previous application and
provisions by adding “previous transactions” into invoices. The court
sustained that buyer was not bound by these clauses since buyer‟s
consent was not starkly received, seller tried to change the contract
therefore the clauses added by the seller were not valid.4
As understood from the cases that when parties try to insert general
transaction conditions into contracts they desire their interests to be
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maximised and this results in the battle of form.5 Parties never intend
to diverge from their proposals and make no plan in that direction.
They cite to their general transaction conditions when accepting
proposals. In the case that the response given to the proposals include
different conditions, this is accepted as another proposal and need the
acceptance of respondent.6 There then exits different views
concerning whether domestic law or CISG provisions are applicable.7
Those accepting the application of domestic laws argue that CISG has
a mechanism for filling the gaps tough it does not have explicit
provisions and disagreement relates to the validity of the contract. 8
This view does not gain recognition well enough. The battle of forms
relates building a contract rather than validity of contract.
In case of a battle of form occurred among parties, pursuant to article
19/II of CISG, it is assessed whether the changes are substantial and if
the changes are approved as substantial, the contract must be set up as
valid.9
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2.

Solution Proposals as to Battle of Forms

It is important that CISG offers no solution proposals about ending the
battle of forms. However, it is widely believed in accordance with
article 19 of CISG that battles must be ended.10 There are two
opposing views as to the solution of battle of forms: The first view
asserts that article 4/I of CISG does not contain any provision about
the validity of contracts, it is thus, CISG cannot be in question in
ending battle of forms. According to this view, controversies among
parties must be settled in pursuant to domestic law. The latter view
argues that battles among parties can be ended by CISG, yet it is not
clear what provision or provisions will apply to this.
A. Last-Shot Doctrine
According to one of views claiming that battles can be ended in
accordance with CISG provisions, article 18-22 of CISG namely the
provisions as to contracting should be accepted as a base. Last-shot
doctrine to be applied in the determination of provisions for
contracting.11 Each sequential form is a counter claim against the
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previous one in the last-shot doctrine.12 If the final form sent is
accepted by the respondent without any reservation, the contract will
be established. Thus, if one of the parties does not object to the
modified or added general transaction condition, it is deemed to be
accepted if it is partially or fully committed.13 Likewise, it is stated in
article 18/I of CISG that any act expressing that the correspondent
gave the approval to the client. Contract is to be established in the
time of fulfilment. According to last-shot doctrine, if one of parties
accepts the offer of the other party‟s general transaction condition in a
clear statement, or act as toward that direction, the contract is accepted
to be established.
Provisions in general transaction conditions created by parties who
recognise other parties general transaction conditions are rejected. On
the other hand, parties whose provisions concerning general
transaction conditions are accepted are able to determine whole
general transaction conditions. It is vital that the parties who send the
last offer which is the last-shot is recognised as competent. For
example, a buyer offers his own general transaction conditions. The
seller then submits a counter proposal containing substantial changes
and sent the goods. If the buyer receives the goods without any
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rejection, it is implicitly assumed that the buyers accept the terms of
contract and the contract is to be established from the moment of
delivery.14
The last-shot doctrine has received criticism on issues that the doctrine
is rarely applied and prioritises only one party‟s proposals, and it
caused unfairness and paper waste, so on and so forth.15
B. Knock-out Rule
Knock-out rule developed in order for overcoming the deficiencies of
the last-shot theory aims to filling the gaps in contracts by referencing
CISG provisions.16 According to knock-out rule, provisions not
conflicting one another exist valid but those which contradict are
knocked down and pursuant to article 7/II of CISG17 reserve
provisions will apply. 18 If parties desire the contract to be valid, they
all should abdicate conflicting provisions and the contract will
continue with non-conflicting provisions. If there is still a
contradiction among conflicting provisions, the provisions knock
down too and CISG fills the gaps. 19 Thus, parties will mutually act in
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accordance with the contract and implicitly abandon provisions that
conflict with general transaction conditions and the gaps will be filled
CISG provisions. Parties‟ statements in knock-out rule shall be
interpreted according to article 8/III of CISG.20
Knock-out rule had been applied in German Federal Court until
1970‟s yet later on, the last-shot theory has become valid one. The
decision given in this direction by German Federal Court21 has
become leading case for other courts. The case held by German
Federal Court was between German seller and Dutch buyer about milk
powder. When delivered goods in question were spoiled parties
alleged their own general transaction conditions. German seller
applied to the provisions reducing his liability while the Ducth buyer‟s
general transaction conditions have more provisions in favour of seller
according to the Court. In this case, a conflict occurred since the
Dutch buyer kept silent about the German seller‟s general transaction
conditions. The court held that conflicting general transaction
conditions did not affect the validity of the contract, they made one
another invalid.
Knock-out rule has been criticised because of the fact the rule brings
different approach from the provisions under article 19 of CISG and it
conflicts with provisions under article 7 of CISGH which settles
20
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uniform practices. It is however the knock-out rule is more decent
when compared to last-shot theory in a couple of points:22 Knock-out
rule does provide balance between the parties, it is more suitable for
business life since the content of general transactions rules cannot be
read.
There is another view concerning general transaction conditions that
the new view entitled “firs-shot” claims that those parties who
determine their transaction conditions first will have voices in
determining contract conditions. Plus this, another view exist which
claims that conflicts as to the parties‟ general transaction conditions
can be resolved pursuant to article 9 and 19 of CISG. 23 According to
the last view, a contract shall be established when parties agree on
objective-based elements, they may move away artile 19 of CISG by
not applying to general transactions conditions they adopt.
C. Rules Accepted in Practice
Knock-out rule is much suitable one when battle of forms exist parties
of contracts. The rule is preferred by many courts and cases have been
held by taking this rule into account. Moreoever, this rule is preferred
because it aims to keep contracts standing and it is compatible with
the will of parties commercial applications.
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Conclusion
Parties to a contract may intend to look for their own interests and
restrict other parties‟ rights when they would like to include general
transaction conditions into contracts and this lead to a conflict. There
are different views as to what legal system including domestic law and
CISG provisions will apply to the conflict. Contracts do no have any
provisions regarding conflict resolution in response to conflicts
regarding general transaction conditions. It is because that in early
eras of these developments, there have not been enough international
mechanism for these kinds of conflicts. There are two views
concerning battle of forms: The first is last-shot theory which
references general transaction conditions in the last stage and of which
conditions are accepted by respondent. The latter is Knock-out rule
claiming that conflicted conditions shall be knocked-out and the rest
that are objective-based elements should be sustained. There are
courts giving decisions in favour of both views but dominant view
argues that knock-out rule is more fair for parties.
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